The aim of this investigation is to study the changes occurring on the surface of poplar wood exposed to artificial irradiation in a Solar Box. Colour changes were monitored with a reflectance spectrophotometer. Surface chemical modifications were evaluated by measuring the infrared spectra. Hyperspectral imaging was also applied to study the surface wood changes in the visible-near infrared and the short wave infrared wavelength ranges. The data obtained from the different techniques were compared to find the possible correlations in order to evaluate the applicability of the Hyperspectral imaging to investigate wood modifications in a noninvasive modality. The study of colour changes showed an important variation due to photo-irradiation which is the greatest change occurring within the first 24 hours. Infrared spectroscopy revealed that lignin degrades mainly in the first 48 hours. Concerning Hyperspectral imaging, the spectral features in the visible-near infrared range are mainly linked to the spectral shape, whereas in the short wave infrared cellulose and lignin affect shape and reflectance levels. The proposed approach showed that a correlation can be established between colour variation and wood degradation in the visible-near infrared range; furthermore in the short wave infrared region surface chemical changes can be assessed.
Introduction
The focus of this work is to study the surface modifications of poplar (Populus spp.) wood by reflectance spectrophotometry, Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, and Hyper Spectral Imaging (HSI) in order to understand the mechanisms that cause the changes and to suggest possible solutions to avoid the degradation phenomena. The choice of poplar was due to its widespread use in Italy for the creation of statues, ceilings, furniture, doors, painted panels, and so forth.
In cultural heritage the monitoring of wood surfaces during light exposure should be performed through nondestructive methods to avoid the paradox of damaging a work of art while monitoring its preservation state [1, 2] . For this reason colour measurements were chosen as a possible method to evaluate wood surface changes.
Since colour changes on wood surfaces are due to photo degradation of its chemical constituents, the study of the relationship between CIELAB colour changes and changes in chemical composition due to irradiation is of practical importance both in cultural heritage and in contemporary artefacts and objects [3] . This work starts from previous studies, developed by the same authors of this paper, regarding colour measurements on poplar and chestnut wood [4] [5] [6] [7] . The novelty of this work, in respect of the previous ones, is the attempt to verify the possible correlations existing between colorimetric and chemical data in the perspective to develop simple, fast and reliable techniques to detect wood surface modifications.
The first studies dealing with the application, in the visible range, of multi spectral and HIS-based techniques to wood date back to 1941 [8] where this approach was used to identify compression wood in conifers, where compression wood appears more opaque in comparison with normal wood 2 Journal of Spectroscopy that appears translucent. Results showed some limitations. Methods based on near infrared (NIR) imaging were thus developed and applied to classify wood (i.e., compression and opaque) [9] and further "refined" to perform region mapping (i.e., bark, compression, and normal wood) [10] . In the recent years the utilisation of HIS-based techniques increased considerably, also in the field of wood studies where they are used especially to perform the chemical surface mapping for obtaining the distribution of lignin, galactose, and glucose in different wood species [11] .
The focus of this work is to make a comparison between classical colorimetric investigation procedures, chemical analysis, and the proposed innovative HIS-based technique in order to verify the possibility to use colour measurements as a quick and simple method to control the surface modifications. The fulfillment of this goal was achieved by examining the correlations between classical colorimetric and chemical data with wood surface spectral characteristics detected in the (i) VIS-NIR (400-1000 nm) and (ii) SWIR (Short-Wave Infrared, 1000-2500 nm) wavelength ranges. This approach is of great interest in the perspective to set up efficient, robust, noninvasive, and non-destructive analytical tools addressed to evaluate status and modifications of photo-degraded wood surfaces.
Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation. Wood samples were obtained by a single board of poplar. After cutting, the samples were stored in darkness in a conditioned room at 65% relative humidity and a temperature of 22 ∘ C to reach the 12% of moisture content. To perform the FT-IR analysis directly on wood surface, slices with a size of 10 (diameter) mm were obtained from the specimens of poplar. The dimensions of the slices were suitable for the FT-IR diffuse reflectance accessory. The same slices were used to perform the HSI measurements.
Accelerated
Ageing. The accelerated ageing of the samples was performed in a Model 1500E Solar Box (Erichsen Instruments GmbH&Co). The system is equipped with a 2.5 kW xenon-arc lamp and an UV filter that cuts off the spectrum at 280 nm. The samples were exposed in the Solar Box chamber from 1 to 504 h at 550 W/m 2 , 55 ∘ C, and the UV filter at 280 nm. The experimental conditions were chosen following the specifications supplied by Erichsen, in order to simulate the sunlight exposition.
Colour Monitoring.
After exposure for a given length of time the samples were removed from the Solar Box chamber, and the colour was measured using an X-Rite CA22 reflectance spectrophotometer. The characteristics of the colour measuring instrument are the following: colour scale CIEL * * * ; illuminant D65; standard observer 10 ∘ ; geometry of measurement 45 ∘ /0 ∘ ; spectral range 400-700 nm; spectral resolution 10 nm; measurement diameter 4 mm; white reference supplied with the instrument. The CIELAB colour system was used where * describes the lightness while * and * describe the chromatic coordinates on the green-red and blue-yellow axes, respectively. The differences in lightness (Δ * ), chromatic coordinates (Δ * and Δ * ), and total colour (Δ * ) were then calculated using these parameters according to Normal 14/93 (1993) and EN 15886 (2010). The total colour difference, Δ * , between two measurements ( * 1 and * 2 * 2 * 2 ) is the geometrical distance between their positions in CIELAB colour space. It is calculated using the following
. Measurements were taken at the following hour intervals: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168, 216, 312, 408 , and 504 h.
To guarantee that successive measurements were made in the same area a graduated mask was used.
Ninety colour measuring points were chosen and three measures for each point were performed, according to Normal 14/83, so that two hundred and seventy measurements were realized at each exposure time.
Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy. Infrared spectra were obtained using a Nicolet Avatar 360 Fourier transform spectrometer. For each sample 128 scans were recorded in the 4000 to 400 cm −1 (2500-25000 nm) spectral range in diffuse reflection modality (DRIFT) with a resolution of 4 cm −1 . Spectral data were collected with OMNIC 8.0 (Thermo Electron Corporation) software.
To obtain the FT-IR spectra, sample slices were directly inserted in the FT-IR diffuse reflectance accessory unit. As background the spectrum of the KBr powder was used.
FT-IR spectra were recorded at the following time intervals: 0, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168, 216, 312, 408 , and 504 hours.
Peak heights were measured using OMNIC software according to the method described in the literature [12] .
Hyperspectral Imaging.
Hyperspectral analyses were carried out in two steps: a 1st step addressed to analyse the degraded wood surfaces in the wavelength interval 400-1000 nm (VIS-NIR) and a 2nd step in which the analysis was performed in the interval 1000-2500 nm (SWIR). The investigations were developed with two different sensing devices:
(i) ImSpector V10E (SPECIM Ltd, Finland) acting in the range 400-1000 nm, with a spectral sampling/pixel of 2.8 nm, a dispersion of 97.5 nm/mm, and F/2.4 numerical aperture, coupled with a CCD camera (780 × 580 pixels). Pixel resolution was 12 bits;
(ii) Specim SISUChema XL, embedding an ImSpector N25E (Specim Ltd, Finland) acting in the range from 1000 to 2500 nm, with a spectral sampling/pixel of 6.3 nm, coupled with a MCT camera (320 × 240 pixels). Pixel resolution was 14 bits.
These two detection architectures were specifically set up in order to allow a static (off-line) and also a dynamic analysis, that is the possibility to carry out tests on "moving" samples. Both devices work as a push-broom type line scan camera allowing the acquisition of spectral information for The calibration of the procedures was performed through recording black and white reference images. Certified standards were used. Black image ( ) was acquired to remove the dark current effect of the camera sensor. White reference image ( ) was acquired using a ceramic tile, calibrated with a NPL Spectralone specimen, in the same condition employed for the raw image acquisition. The image correction was thus performed adopting the following equation:
where is the corrected hyperspectral image in a unit of relative reflectance (%), 0 is the original hyperspectral image, is the black reference image (∼0% reflectance), and is the white reference image (∼99.9% reflectance). All the corrected images were then used to perform the HIS-based analysis, that is to extract spectral information and to select the effective wavelengths for the final classification purposes.
Spectral data analysis was carried out adopting standard chemometric methods [13, 14] , by the PLS Toolbox (Version 6.5.1, Eigenvector Research, Inc.) running inside Matlab (Version 7.11.1, The Mathworks, Inc.). In particular, the spectra preprocessing was performed as follows: raw spectra were preliminary cut, at the beginning and at the end of the investigated wavelength range, in order to eliminate unwanted effects due to lighting/background noise. Concerning VIS-NIR, the wavelength reduction was from 121 to 81 nm so that the investigation was carried out in the spectral range 500-900 nm. As regards SWIR, the reduction was from 256 to 240 nm resulting in a spectral range 1005-2500 nm. Different pretreatments, De-trend 1st polynomial, Mean-center, 1st Derivative, Standard Normal Variation, Generalized Least Square Weighting (GLSW), and Baseline techniques, were systematically used to classify the different investigated samples.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to the spectral data for all investigated samples. It was used to decompose the "processed" spectral data into several principal components (PCs) (linear combinations of the original spectral data) embedding the spectral variations of each collected spectral data set. According to this approach, a reduced set of factors is produced. Such a set can be used for discrimination, since it provides an accurate description of the entire dataset. The first few PCs, resulting from PCA, are generally employed to analyse the common features among samples and their grouping: in fact, samples characterized by similar spectral signatures tend to aggregate in the score plot of the first two or three components. Spectra could be thus characterized either by the reflectance at each wavelength in the wavelength space, or by their score on each PC in the PC space. Samples characterized by similar spectra, which belong to the same class of products, are grouped in the same region of the score plot related to the first two or three PCs, whereas samples characterised by different spectral features will be clustered in other parts of this space.
Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) was used to find a model able to perform an optimal discrimination among classes of samples and to predict new images. PLS-DA is a supervised classification technique, requiring a prior knowledge of the data [15] . PLS-DA is used to classify samples into predefined groups by forming discriminant functions from input variables (wavelengths) to yield a new set of transformed values that provides a more accurate discrimination than any single variable (wavelength). A discriminant function is then built using samples with known groups to be employed later to classify samples with unknown group set. Therefore, once the model is obtained, it can be applied to an entire hypercube and for the classification of new hypercubes. The result of PLS-DA, applied to the hyperspectral images, is a "prediction map, " where the class of each pixel can be identified using colour mapping.
Results and Discussion

Colour Changes of Wood Samples.
Colour variability of poplar wood was widely discussed elsewhere suggesting the necessity to perform a high number of measurements in order to avoid this variability [4, 16] . In particular, 270 colour measurements were obtained at each exposure time. M-ANOVA and Tukey tests were applied to the chromatic coordinates as function of irradiation times, until 504 hours of exposure (Table 1 ). ANOVA test underlines that * , * , and * undergo statistically significant changes after the exposure times. Tukey's Honestly Significant Different (HSD) test is Table 2 . used in conjunction with the ANOVA in order to find the means significantly different from each other. The letters a, b, c, and so forth in Table 1 (columns HSD) indicate the means' groups statistically different. In particular, Table 1 puts in evidence that during the first hours of irradiation there are low differences suggesting the possibility to start the measurements directly after 6 hours of irradiation.
As the chromatic coordinates undergo statistically significant differences at the chosen irradiation times, the nonlinear regression analysis was applied to the coordinates at different hours of exposure in Solar Box in order to evaluate the statistical significance of the experimental data. The regression analysis describes the model of variation of the three chromatic coordinates. The results reported in Table 2 and in Figure 1 demonstrate that the various components exhibit a high statistical significance concerning every polynomial function used for the analysis.
In particular, the colour changes are reported as variations of the * * * coordinates in function of time ( Figure 1 ) as calculated from the regression analysis shown in Table 2 .
As can be observed in the figure, wood colour varies with the exposure time; in particular, lightness ( * ) values decrease markedly, whereas the chromaticity parameters * and * increase, as found also by other authors on different species [3, 17, 18] . In particular, as shown in Table 1 , * value decreases from 84.3 to 71.6. The * and * coordinates increase from 2.0 to 9.5 and from 16. general it is possible to state that the greatest change occurs within the first 24 h of exposure and around the 460 nm wavelength (ΔReflectance% = −28.3) which corresponds in violet/blue shades, as deduced by the reflectance spectra (Figure 2) . This correlates to an increase in yellow/red colouring and is in agreement with an increase of * coordinate.
A nonlinear regression analysis with three dependent variables was applied to the time in function of colour coordinates ( Table 3 ). The results shown in Table 3 underline the highly statistical significance of the obtained measures regarding the dependent variable time ( ) as function of the colour coordinates ( * , * , * ).
Colour changes have been also analysed using Δ * variations as function of time exposure (Figure 3 ). After the first 72 h of exposure in Solar Box a rapid colour change in poplar wood can be observed, as reported also by Oltean et al. for black poplar [19] . The increases of Δ * become less marked over longer times but reach high values after 504 hours of exposure (Δ * = 22.13 after 504 h). By analyzing the obtained results, it is possible to suppose that the rapid decrease of lightness observed for the wood samples within the first 24 of exposure can be ascribed to photodegradation processes. The photodegradation is primarily related to the decomposition of lignin due to the chromophore groups absorbing energy, especially in the UV range of the sunlight spectrum [3, 20, 21] .
FT-IR Analysis on the Wood Slices.
Concerning infrared spectroscopy on the samples, the spectra were collected in DRIFT modality directly on the wood slices in order to avoid analysing the unaltered wood also. In fact, wood is a good light absorber for infrared, visible, and ultraviolet light [22, 23] . In particular the UV component of light is totally absorbed in a 75 m-thick layer [21] . Since the change caused by irradiation appears in a thin surface layer, it is not easy to remove the proper thin layer for pellet preparation, as suggested also by other authors [24] .
Band assignment was made according to literature references [12, [25] [26] [27] . FT-IR spectra are characterized by the following bands (Figure 4 Figure 6 : Acquired (a) and preprocessed (b) spectra of the different analysed wood slices, in the VIS-NIR field. Spectra preprocessing was carried out by adopting a GLSW procedure.
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(a) It can be observed that the intensity of the bands at 1507 cm −1 , 1595 cm −1 , and 1464 cm −1 , associated to lignin, decreases during photo degradation. This is accompanied by an increase in the intensity of the band at 1737 cm −1 , due to carbonyl absorption. The intensities of the peak associated to carbohydrates at 1376 cm −1 are not significantly affected by irradiation, so this band has been used as internal reference to evaluate the lignin degradation.
In order to determine the rate of lignin degradation and carbonyl formation, the intensities of the lignin band at 1507 cm −1 , the carbonyl band at 1737 cm −1 , and the carbohydrate reference band at 1376 cm −1 were calculated [12] . Then the relative change in ratio of lignin/carbohydrate bands at different exposure times was derived and statistically evaluated.
In particular, two-way ANOVA was applied to the infrared peak values to test if significant differences in relation to the samples and to the time could be found. Table 4 shows the results of the two-way ANOVA test. As can be observed in Table 4 the differences in the peak ratio with respect to the exposure times are highly significant concerning the 1507 / 1376 ratio. The difference is only significant as regards the 1737 / 1376 ratio.
Nonlinear regression analysis was also applied to the peak ratio at the different times of exposure in Solar Box. The results are shown in Table 5 and in Figure 5 .
The lignin/carbohydrate intensity ratio decreased with the exposure times (as visible in Figure 6 , curve (a)), and after 48 h of irradiation the experimental value of the 1507 / 1376 ratio decreased to about 50% of its original value.
The relative increase of the carbonyl groups during photo irradiation was calculated by considering the ratio of intensity of carbonyl band at 1737 cm −1 against reference peak at 1376 cm −1 . The intensity of the band of the carbonyl groups increases as function of irradiation time. This can be explained with the photo-oxidation reactions of lignin [28] .
The regression analysis clearly demonstrates that for the 1507 / 1376 peak ratios a statistically significant regression has been derived from the experimental data. In the case of the 1737 / 1376 peak ratio the regression has a low statistical significance. At last the colour changes of wood during irradiation were correlated with lignin degradation and the formation of carbonyl groups produced by the photo degradation process. In fact, as the colour changes of the surfaces are mainly due to the photo-degradation of lignin, there would be a correlation between the colour coordinates and the relative intensity of the infrared peaks associated to lignin. The results shown in Table 6 demonstrate that the lignin degradation is related to photo-induced colour changes of wood surfaces.
Hyperspectral Imaging on the Wood Slices: Investigations
in the VIS-NIR Wavelength Range. The acquired and the preprocessed spectra for the different irradiated wood slices, at times 0 (H0), 24 (H24), 312 (H312), and 504 hours (H504) of exposure, are shown in Figure 6 . Spectra have been collected starting from areas selected on the wood sample surfaces. The source wood spectra related to the different exposure times are characterized by a similar shape, especially H0 and H24, with a difference in the region around 700-900 nm that becomes more evident at H312 and H504. Moreover, the reflectance decreases from H0 to H504. The application of GLSW preprocessing strongly highlights the differences between the 4 different exposure times. Figures 7 and 8 show, respectively, the false colour images, as resulting from hypercube data structure, and the reconstructed sample image obtained utilizing the Region of Interest (ROIs) selected in each sample and used to perform the spectral data collection and analysis.
The results of PCA are shown in Figure 9 . The greater part of the variance is captured by the first two PCs, as shown in the score plot, where PC1 and PC2 explain 75.11% and 6.71% of the variance, respectively. The spectral data of the four wood samples are clustered into four distinct groups according to their spectral signatures. Discrimination between the wood samples characterized by different exposure times is obtained, especially concerning H0, H24, and H504, whereas H312 is more dispersed between H24 and H504.
The PLS-DA-based classification was calculated using the same pretreatment technique adopted to perform PCA (GLSW) analyses for reference class definition. Starting from 4 new samples, the same approach previously outlined was 8 Journal of Spectroscopy Table 6 : Nonlinear regression analysis applied to the peak ratio as function of the chromatic coordinates * * * in poplar wood. thus applied, that is, (i) construction of a sample image to verify PLS-DA model, starting from four different ROIs selected inside the wood samples in order to avoid "border effects" (Figure 10 ); (ii) selection of ROIs, inside the reconstructed sample image, to collect spectra representative of the different irradiated wood slices in order to validate the model.
The results, reported in Figure 11 as prediction images, indicate that the PLS-DA models allow obtaining a good classification of all the samples. Such results can be evaluated taking into account the values of sensitivity and specificity parameters obtained for the classification model. These parameters range from 0 to 1, 1 being the ideal value for a prediction model. Sensitivity is defined as the proportion of class members correctly classified, while specificity refers to the proportion of nonclass members correctly classified.
The sensitivity and specificity of the PLS-DA model are reported in Table 7 both for Calibration and Cross-Validation. The values of sensitivity and specificity range between 0.75 (H312) and 0.996 (H0) for Calibration and between 0.74 (H312) and 0.996 (H0) for Cross-Validation. Good values of sensitivity and specificity are obtained for the classification of the different time-exposed wood samples, indicating the robustness of the model. The sample exposed for 312 hours was confirmed as the worst classified according to the indications obtained during the explorative analysis based on PCA previously carried out and described.
in the SWIR Wavelength Range. The acquired and the preprocessed spectra for the different irradiated wood slices, at times 0 (H0), 216 (H216), and 504 hours (H504) of exposures are shown in Figure 12 . In the SWIR range both cellulose and lignin are characterised by absorption bands corresponding to specific wavelengths, that is, 1220, 1480, 1930, 2100, 2280, 2340, and 2480 nm for cellulose and 1450, 1680, 1930, 2270, 2330, 2380, and 2500 nm for lignin [29] .
The strong absorptions at around 1460 nm and 1930 nm can be attributed to the combination modalities of OH in water molecules. It should be noted that the water chemical bond vibration around 1460 nm may overlap with those of other OH groups in cellulose molecules or of CH 2 groups in lignin [29] , making the accurate band assignment in this region difficult. The weak spectral feature around 1730 nm may be attributed to the presence of OH bond of water molecule in cellulose/lignin and the weak absorption at 1790 nm to O-H stretching in water molecules. The mean absorptions in the 2000-2500 nm wavelength interval can be attributed to the various configurations of the C-H, C=O, C=C, and -COOH functional groups in cellulose and lignin.
Spectra were acquired by performing a preliminary background removal as, differently from the VIS-NIR case, spectral data collection and analysis were carried out with reference to the entire surface of each wood sample. Figures 13  and 14 show, respectively, the false colour images, as resulting from hypercube data structure, and the reconstructed sample image obtained after the background removal.
The results of PCA, applied to the average spectral signature of the investigated wood samples, are shown in Figure 12 : Acquired (a) and preprocessed (b) spectra of the different analysed wood slices, in the SWIR field. Spectra preprocessing was carried out adopting a GLSW procedure. Figure 15 . The greater part of the variance was captured by the first two PCs, as shown in the score plot, where PC1 and PC2 explained 77.75% and 1.96% of the variance, respectively. The spectral data of the three wood samples are clustered into three distinct groups according to their spectral signatures. A discrimination between the wood samples characterized by different exposure times is thus obtained.
The PLS-DA model was developed, as in the VIS-NIR study, to perform a prediction (i.e., recognition/classification) on unknown wood samples characterised by different exposure times. The PLS-DA-based classification was calculated using the same pretreatment technique adopted to perform PCA (GLSW) analysis for reference class definition. Starting from 3 new samples the following approach was applied: (i) construction of a sample image to verify PLS-DA model, performing background elimination ( Figure 16 ) and (ii) collection of all the spectra related to each sample in order to validate the model (Figure 17) .
The sensitivity and specificity of the PLS-DA model, based on all 240 wavelengths, are reported in Table 8 both for Calibration and Cross-Validation. The values of sensitivity and specificity range between 0.896 (H24) and 0.993 (H0) for Calibration and between 0.868 (H24) and 0.993 (H0) for Cross-Validation. The results (Figure 17 ) indicate that the PLS-DA models allowed reaching, as in the VIS-NIR range, a good recognition/classification, according to their irradiation times for the 3 investigated poplar samples.
Conclusions
The study of colour changes in poplar samples showed that the wood surface undergoes an important variation due to photo irradiation. The greatest changes occur within the first 24 hours, and they are mainly due to * decrease and * increase. M-ANOVA and Tukey tests underline that * , * , and * undergo statistically significant changes after the exposure times further demonstrating that surface wood colour remarkably changes due to the irradiation in Solar Box. The regression analysis, applied both to the chromatic coordinates as function of the time and vice versa, underlines the highly statistical significance of the experimental data.
FT-IR spectroscopy allowed investigating the rate of photo degradation of wood surface due to lignin oxidation. The rate of photo degradation of wood surface was investigated by studying the lignin/carbohydrate intensity ratio as function of time. The results put in evidence that lignin degrades quickly: after 48 hours of irradiation the lignin/carbohydrate ratio ( 1507 / 1376 ) decreased to about 50% of its original value. The regression analysis applied to the infrared peak ratios demonstrated that the differences between the values at the various irradiation times are statistically significant, apart from the 1737 / 1376 ratio.
Moreover a correlation between the colour changes and the chemical modifications was investigated in order to assess the applicability of colorimetric measurements in totally non invasive modality on the works of art. The most important result was that a correlation of the colour changes may be derived with the photo degradation of lignin obtained by FTIR analysis. This finding demonstrates that non invasive colour measurements can be used to evaluate the photo degradation of wood. In particular the regression analysis showed that the lignin degradation is related to the photoinduced colour variations of wood surfaces expressed by the * * * coordinates.
Concerning hyperspectral imaging, the detected spectral features shown in the VIS-NIR range are mainly linked to the spectral shape (i.e., colour variation), whereas in the SWIR range cellulose and lignin affect both shape and reflectance levels.
The PCA applied to hyperspectral images acquired in the wavelength range 400-1000 nm highlighted a significant variation between samples not exposed and exposed after 24 hours. The variations between samples irradiated for 312 and 504 hours are lower, if compared with the previous ones; in any case the results showed that the colour changes are correlated with the lignin photo degradation. Concerning the SWIR, the PCA demonstrated a correlation between sample spectral profile characteristics and the exposure times.
The application of partial least squares regression (PLS-DA) allowed performing a good classification and recognition of different irradiated samples in both investigated wavelength ranges. The proposed approach clearly showed that a correlation can be established between colour variation and wood degradation in the VIS-NIR; furthermore in the SWIR range wood surface chemical changes can be assessed.
